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DOUG HALL
The Terrible Uncertainty of the Thing Described
“The passion caused by the great and sublime 
in nature . . . is Astonishment,” philosopher and 
politician Edmund Burke wrote in 1757. In his 
A Philosophical Enquiry into the Origin of Our 
Ideas of the Sublime and Beautiful, Burke char-
acterized the sublime as an experience of power 
and terror. But in a technologically mediated 
modern landscape, is such profound astonish-
ment still possible? With The Terrible Uncertainty 
of the Thing Described (1987), which takes its 
title from a passage in A Philosophical Enquiry, 
Doug Hall pursues his own inquiry into what he 
calls the “technological sublime.” 

A landmark work in SFMOMA’s media arts col-
lection, Hall’s video installation will be on view 

at the San Francisco Art Institute’s Walter and 
McBean Galleries this spring. The piece features 
three channels of video footage, projected and 
on monitors, that show extreme weather—tor-
nadoes, floods, storms at sea—and large-scale 
machines that attempt to harness, replicate, 
or control these forces of nature. Behind an 
imposing metal mesh barricade stand a pair of 
oversized steel chairs and a Tesla coil, which 
periodically emits electrical arcs. With these 
unexpected flashes of artificial lightning, the 
work jolts viewers into a sudden awareness of 
their own vulnerable physical presence amid the 
turbulent stream of images.

“[Media imagery is] a kind of distant way of 
looking out at the world. . . . I wanted to put 
that in relationship to a phenomenon that was 
absolutely in the space you’re standing in, that 
you cannot ever turn away from,” Hall told Rudolf 
Frieling, SFMOMA’s curator of media arts and 
co-curator of the SFAI presentation, in a recent 
interview. “That difference between the world as 
representation and the world as fact . . . that kind 
of rupture that happens was what I was after.”

San Francisco–born Hall has been exploring 
new artistic terrain for decades. A member of 
the 1970s collective T. R. Uthco—perhaps most 
famous for their reenactment of the Kennedy 
assassination, The Eternal Frame, a 1975 col-

laboration with Ant Farm—Hall has since become 
known for his solo work spanning performance, 
video, installation, and photography. He taught 
at SFAI from 1980 until 2008, making the Walter 
and McBean Galleries a natural venue for The 
Terrible Uncertainty of the Thing Described.

The presentation at SFAI, co-curated by Hesse 
McGraw, SFAI’s vice president for exhibitions 
and public programs, and Frieling, also a visit-
ing faculty member at SFAI, marks the first time 
The Terrible Uncertainty of the Thing Described
has been seen in the Bay Area since 1989, when 
it appeared at SFMOMA’s old location in the War 
Memorial Veterans Building. More than 25 years 
later, at a time when the boundaries between 

physical experience and the media land-
scape are even more uncertain, Hall’s work 
is still electrifying.

On view at the San Francisco Art Institute’s 
Walter and McBean Galleries, 800 Chestnut 
Street, San Francisco, from March 28 through 
June 6. Admission is free. 

RELATED PROGRAMS
Opening Reception
Saturday, March 28, 6–8 p.m.
Walter and McBean Galleries,  
San Francisco Art Institute,  
800 Chestnut Street, San Francisco
Join us for a special reception celebrating the 
public opening of Doug Hall. 
Free and open to the public.

The Uncertainty Salon 
March 28, 8–10 p.m.
San Francisco Art Institute Lecture Hall 
800 Chestnut Street, San Francisco
Take part in a conversational encounter that 
considers Hall’s installation from multiple 
vantages. The Terrible Uncertainty of the Thing 
Described will be approached from discursive 
positions, with commonalities sought across 
psychology, science, performance, media 
critique, technology, utopia, the sublime, con-
temporary art, and the legacy of Nikola Tesla. 
Spirits will be served. Participants to  
be announced.

SCREENING
Doug Hall, Storm and Stress, 1986;  
47:52 minutes; Collection SFMOMA
Michael Klier, Der Riese (The Giant); 1982–83; 
82 minutes; courtesy the artist
April (dates TBA)
Join us for a rare screening of an early and 
important work by Hall that documents  
connections between landscape, media, and 
climatic conditions. Storm and Stress is pre-
sented along with Klier’s landmark film  
Der Riese—selected by Hall for this screening—
a starkly unsettling portrait of the surveil- 
lance state.
 

Stay tuned for event information and updates: 
sfmoma.org/hall

Facing page and above: Doug Hall, The Terrible Uncertainty 
of the Thing Described, 1987; installation view, Institute of 
Contemporary Art, Boston, and video stills; Collection SFMOMA, 
purchase through a gift of the Modern Art Council and the San 
Francisco Art Dealers Association; © Doug Hall; installation 
photo: Charles Mayer.

“The storm is in the mind. The lightning is 
in the room. It is the terrible uncertainty: 
the imperceptible, the sublime, the invisible 
made physical.”—Doug Hall, 1987

Doug Hall: The Terrible Uncertainty of the Thing Described is 
jointly organized by the San Francisco Art Institute and the San 
Francisco Museum of Modern Art. Generous support is provided 
by Linda and Jon Gruber.
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